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About CloudTestr 
 
CloudTestr Automated Testing-as-a-Service (TaaS) is a Continuous Automation Testing Platform enabling 
customers to achieve continuous testing of their functional, regression and integration testing for the 
entire suite of Oracle Cloud Applications. 
 
The CloudTestr service is provided by Suneratech, a leading service provider of innovative Cloud 
solutions to modernize businesses through automation and innovative platform led solutions.  
 
CloudTestr is hosted on scalable and secure Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) to support the most 
demanding workloads for companies of all sizes.  
 
Below are FAQ’s of some of the most common questions we hear from customers: 
 

SERVICE OFFERING 
 
What makes Automated Testing-as-a-Service unique with CloudTestr? 

CloudTestr platform is the only Test automation platform certified by Oracle and on Oracle Market 
Place.  Customers who subscribe to CloudTestr Automated Testing as a service are able to accelerate 
their automation journey with ability to have Automation ready in 4-6 weeks and execute tests in 2-5 
days for ongoing release support.  
 
 

What is included as part of the CloudTestr Testing as a service? 

As part of CloudTestr Testing as a Service offering, Suneratech team will onboard, maintain and execute 
the automated Functional, Regression and Integration test cases for all implemented modules. 
Customers also get access to the CloudTestr portal with access to real time dashboard with test metrics, 
downloadable test case documentation and test results documentation. 
 

What level of access does my internal teams get to use the CloudTestr platform?  

Your internal teams will have access to the secure CloudTestr portal to review test case results, execute 
payroll data validation, view/download test case documentation, and dashboard.   

At this time, customers do not have access to capture/configure or edit the actual test scripts.   
 

Who creates, maintains and executes the test scripts?  

The CloudTestr team is responsible for creating, maintaining, and executing automated test cases. 
However, prior to developing and running test cases, the Customer/SI Partner would be requested to 
provide inputs on business scenario, test data and approve the test cases to be part of the scope of the 
engagement.  
 

Does CloudTestr provide capability to schedule the test execution of test cases that are automated? 
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Yes, tests can be scheduled to be executed in CloudTestr based on customer need.  We can schedule 
tests to trigger the tests daily/weekly/monthly at a certain day/time as defined by the customer.  
CloudTestr automated tests can also be integrated with current Continuous integration process to 
trigger as part of build check-in or CI/CD pipeline. 
 
 
How does CloudTestr team handle bugs identified during testing? 

Once bugs are identified by CloudTestr, our SME’s review the bugs to identify root cause of the issue 
and share the details along with the test results for SI partner/Customer review. The Customer also has 
access to the test reports that can be shared with SI partner for fix or Oracle to fix critical and non-
critical bugs following standard Oracle service request (SR) processes.  
 
Does CloudTestr monitor test progress? 

Yes. Customers can log into the CloudTestr portal to access comprehensive visual dashboards, track 
testing progress, and view reports. 
 
Does CloudTestr capture the audit trial of a failed test case? 

Yes, CloudTestr maintains an audit trial and displays results in the dashboard reports which can be 
accessed and shared anytime through the portal. 
 
Can CloudTestr test integrations? 

Yes, integration testing is an important requirement for customers across enterprises, and between 
countries and regions. CloudTestr supports end-to-end automation across different types of applications 
eliminating the need for multiple tools to support your automation requirements.  CloudTestr can 
validate and report on all application integrations, including batch jobs.   
 

When Suneratech runs the same test case repeatedly for release – e.g. terminating the person, do we 
need to restage the test data? 

You don’t need to restage the test data. CloudTestr has robust test data management capability through 
which we can manage the data requirements. 
 

Does CloudTestr support continuous integration (e.g. Jenkins)? 

Yes. CloudTestr provides ability to seamlessly integrate with your continuous integration process to run 
automated tests through CI/CD pipeline. 
 

How does the post-implementation support work for oracle cloud applications?  
 

Oracle upgrades cloud applications on a monthly/quarterly basis. These upgrades are applied to test 
pods and then promoted to production after two weeks. CloudTestr team validates the upgrade within 3 
to 5 business days of the test pod getting upgraded, thus giving customers plenty of breathing room to 
meet production go-live deadlines. 
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Does CloudTestr support On-Prem and Cloud applications? 

Yes. CloudTestr supports automation of both On-Prem and Cloud instances of the Oracle suite of 
applications.  
 

Where is CloudTestr hosted? 

CloudTestr can be hosted on the secure Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, On-Premises, or Oracle’s Federal 
Cloud for public sector applications.   
 

Does CloudTestr support Security Testing? 

Yes.  CloudTestr validates roles-based security to ensure your organizations permissions remain intact 
and user access is appropriate. 
 

What Oracle Applications does CloudTestr support? 

CloudTestr can automate the full suite of Oracle On-Prem and Oracle Cloud applications  
 

Does CloudTestr only support automation of Oracle Products? 

No, CloudTestr isn’t limited to the Oracle suite of applications.  CloudTestr is an enterprise test 
automation platform that supports the automation of a wide variety of applications and technologies.  
CloudTestr can automate the leading SaaS solutions (Salesforce, Workday, Oracle Cloud, SAP success 
factors etc), On-Premise Applications (EBS, Peoplesoft, SAP ECC etc), Custom applications (Java, .NET 
etc) and Integrations (API’s, FTP, SQL, Point to Point etc).   
 

Is there an SLA for test case execution? How many days in advance do we need to tell you when we 
need tests executed? 

We can complete test execution within 2 to 5 business days of test pod update. If it is a planned 
quarterly release for Oracle Cloud Apps or Planned release cycle that is communicated with us at start of 
engagement, we won’t need advance notice. If it is an ad-hoc request outside of regular release cycle, 
we request an advance notice of one week. We also support 24 hours turn around in case of an urgent 
fix requiring immediate attention. 
 

What is the process when a test fails?  Do we need to tell Suneratech that it failed, or do you notify us 
and work with us to resolve? 

Suneratech provides a daily status of test execution.  Should you have failed tests, we conduct an initial 
triage of failed tests and provide you with a high-level assessment and details of the problem so you can 
decide on an appropriate course of action.     
 

Does the execution count only include successful executions?  If we have a test that fails and we re-
run after applying a fix, does that count as a second execution?   
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All tests, pass or fail, are considered in the execution count.   

No, rerunning a test case after a fix is applied does not count against the execution count.   
 

Are there any limitations on what CloudTestr can test?   

We can automate almost any application using CloudTestr.   
 

If we want to use real data, do we just need to send you a list of person numbers to execute for each 
script?   

Yes, if you have specific data that you would like to use for testing, you can provide a list of accounts, 
users, etc. that we will upload to CloudTestr to use in execution. 
 

How do we communicate to Suneratech that we have implemented changes that may require an 
update to our test suite?   

You will work with your customer success manager should you have application changes the CloudTestr 
automation team needs to be aware.   
 

Can CloudTestr automate tests that requires multiple logins and levels of approval to complete an end 
to end flow?  

Yes. CloudTestr has ability to group dependent test cases to create an end to end workflow that can 
include different levels of approvals as part of the workflow. 
 
 

If we use CloudTestr for Release Validation Testing, do you run the full suite of automated tests or just 
selected tests based on the release notes? 

We recommend running the full suite of automated regression tests to avoid any defect slippage due to 
unintended impact of changes being pushed.  
 
 

As CloudTestr is an Annual Subscription with Consumption based pricing, what is the process if we go 
over the number of test cases we have subscribed or if we want additional test executions.  

In case you need additional test cases to be on-boarded or want additional test runs, you can purchase 
add-on packages just for executions or new test cases. 
 

INFRASTRUCTURE & SECURITY 
 
Is there any additional hardware or software needed to use CloudTestr? 

No, CloudTestr is completely a Cloud testing service with no additional hardware or software needed. 
 
 
Where is CloudTestr hosted? 
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CloudTestr is hosted on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, the same place where the Oracle Cloud 
Applications are hosted. 
 

Do we have flexibility in hosting CloudTestr on Private cloud or On-prem? 

Yes, we can host CloudTestr on customer private cloud infrastructure or On-premise if requested. 
 
 
What access is required by the CloudTestr team to start test automation? 

The CloudTestr team requires Application URL of the environment where testing would be performed 
and Roles based user access – Manager, Employee, Admin etc. 
 
 
How does CloudTestr protect Customer data?  

CloudTestr does not retrieve or retain data from your Oracle Cloud Applications. It only creates sample 
test data to use in the testing process. CloudTestr follows the highest level of security protocols and best 
practices to ensure the privacy and integrity of Customer data. 
 

How does CloudTestr restrict team access to certain data? 

Access to data is restricted by use of data roles and security profiles built into Oracle Cloud Applications. 
 
How is data encrypted in transit from CloudTestr to Oracle Cloud Applications? 

CloudTestr creates test data in Oracle Cloud Applications and does not transfer any live data. The test 
data is then transferred through secure https protocol. 
 
Does the CloudTestr team need access to my production environment? 

No. CloudTestr can work on non-production and development environments, access to live data is not 
needed. This includes Personally Identifiable Information (PII), and other sensitive data, all of which can 
be masked to ensure privacy compliance. 
 
How does CloudTestr segment Customer data? 

CloudTestr does not retain any Customer specific data. 
 

How does Suneratech plan to safeguard the test data if the test data is taken out of our premise like 
security data, (SSN, PIN)? 

On the client side the data will be masked by the Oracle Solution. 
 

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT 
 
 

Do you have pre-built test libraries available in CloudTestr? 
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Yes, CloudTestr has pre-built test libraries which can be re-used and configured for customer specific 
requirements. 
 

Does Suneratech have their own test cases or Customer/SI Partner need to provide the test cases that 
need to be automated? 

If SI partner has test cases created for the customer specific requirements, we can use those to 
automate the tests. If SI partner/Customer do not have test cases available, we can use our pre-built 
test cases and our SME’s will work with SI partner/customer to update them to capture the customer 
specific requirements. 
 

How do you learn about our personalization’s and configurations?  

As part of the on-boarding process, Suneratech will do a deep dive with the Customer SME’s to 
understand their specific personalization’s and configurations.  We then develop scripts to validate all 
client specific personalization’s and configurations as part of the test suite.   
 

What process do we follow for test automation during Cloud Implementation? 

Suneratech’s CloudTestr test automation effort is aligned to Oracle’s OUM and Agile methodologies to 
enable continuous automated testing. 
 

When does Suneratech get engaged during cloud implementation? 

Suneratech will work with Customer/SI Partner to understand the implementation schedule and 
propose the best time to get engaged to provide customer/SI partner ability to rollout quickly without 
impacting quality. The ideal time to engage is early stages of implementation to start creating 
automated tests and leveraging them for continuous testing through SIT and UAT phases. For some 
customers, we have engaged during SIT phase to create automated tests to be used during UAT phases 
and post implementation support. 
 

Does Suneratech create automated test cases for each Country? What is the reusability of automated 
tests across countries? 

We don’t create automated test cases for each Country separately. If there are any country specific 
changes, we will capture those delta changes. However, the test data used for validating automated test 
cases need to be created for different countries. 

 

How long does Onboarding take?  [New ?] 

Client onboarding of a new client takes approximately 4 to 8 weeks.   
 

Where is the CloudTestr team located?  What is the CloudTestr Resource model? 

Suneratech has teams located in the US, Canada, and India.   
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We can support a resource staffing model to meet client needs and requirements.  Suneratech has the 
capability to support onshore, offshore, on-site, or blended on/offshore resource models.   
 

Do we have a dedicated contact person, or do we log a ticket for prepare for test executions?  

Each client is assigned a customer success manager who is their single point of contact with Suneratech.  

 

GOT QUESTIONS? Write to info@suneratech.com. We’re happy to help. 
 


